Read for ten minutes every night and ensure you record
your reading 3x a week in an interesting way.

Find out about money in
Victorian times. Make
comparisons to today’s
money using a conversion
chart

Make a 3D object from
Victorian times.

Year 6 homework menu
Autumn 2018
Write a short newspaper
article announcing Queen
Victoria’s coronation.

As a young girl, Ada Lovelace a
famous Victorian
mathematician enjoyed being
given puzzles or riddles to
solve mentally. Find out about
this famous mathematician and
make up some number puzzles .

Write a diary entry from a
child who lives in the
poorhouse. Talk about your
day, what kind of things you
do, and how you feel.

Design an outfit for a
poor and a rich person
to wear in Victorian
times.

Draw yourself as a Victorian –
you can be any type of
Victorian you like (royalty,
poorhouse child, rich factory
owner, maid).

This is your homework menu for the first half term. We encourage you to select a
range of tasks but, as a minimum, you need to complete at least one task from each
coloured box. You MUST also complete all the tasks given in the white boxes. Please
note that some of your spellings will be repeated. All other homework should be
completed and handed in by Friday 26th October.

Learn your weekly spellings, play the games on Spelling
Shed and use Times Tables Rockstars.

Week 1-6th September
1.) rhythm
6.) mystery
2.) system.
7.) oxygen
3.) physical
8.) symptom
4.) lyrics.
9.) typical
5.) symbol.
10.) crystal
th
Week 3- 20 September
1.) overbalance.
6.) overcook
2.) overthrow.
7.) overpaid
3.) overturned.
8.) overreact
4.) overcoat.
9.) overtired
5.) overslept
10.) overlooked

Week 2- 13th September
1.) disappointed.
6.) unnatural
2.) dissatisfied.
7.) overseas
3.) dissimilar
8.) overpay
4.) unsure
9.) overreact
5.) unnecessary
10.) impatient
th
Week 4- 27 September
1.) merciful.
6.) boastful
2.) plentiful
7.) doubtful
3.) beautiful
8.) thankful
4.) fearful
9.) pitiful
5.) faithful
10.) fanciful

Week 5- 4th October
1.) produce
6.) known
2.) broadcast
7.) thrown
3.) transport
8.) shallow
4.) silence
9.) window
5.) smoulder.
10.) freeze

Week 6- 11th October
1.) prejudice
6.) certificate
2.) nuisance
7.) celebrate
3.) hindrance
8.) necessary
4.) sacrifice
9.) deceased
5.) cemetery
10.) December

Week 7- 18th October
1.) shoulder
6.) window
2.) smoulder
7.) shallow
3.) mould
8.) soul
4.) thrown
9.) blown
5.) known
10.) poultry

Week 8- 25th October
1.) rhyme
6.) python
2.) occupy
7.) supply
3.) apply
8.) identify
4.) hyphen
9.) multiply
5.) hygiene
10.) recycle

